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About This Game
"It's a lesson we never seem to learn... time isn't meant for human manipulation."
Sam Acacius has received a horrifying message: the section of the Orion Torus where he lives, his only home, will be destroyed.
This information has been entrusted to him alone. With the identity of the messenger itself obscured, Sam must decide whether
the risks of investigation are worth it. What could a single person do to stop the inevitable?
To learn the answers behind this message, Sam must confront forces at the very core of society. Whether he succeeds or fails
depends on critical choices he'll have to make along the way.
Where will his journey lead him?
ABOUT
Orion is a visual novel, an interactive story that combines artwork, music, sound effects, and voice acting for all its characters.
Players will have the chance to influence the direction of the story, resulting in a variety of different endings. Aspects of time
travel, artificial intelligence, and virtual reality games are explored in each path.
This demo will show the prologue of the story before the different paths begin diverging.
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This game doesnt work. I HOPE thay make MORE.. I just got through the first world 10\/10! - and i usually don't play this kind of games
- Cheap price for high quality content
- The art is great
- I'm loving the soundtrack
- The gameplay is incredibly entertaining - even though it becomes infuriating at times
- Funny story and interactions between the characters
- If you are looking for a way to challenge yourself - this is the game for you!
JUST BUY IT!
. Great Tower Defense game. Easy to learn & difficult on higher levels. Good graphics & smooth gameplay. Whats not to love?.
I liked it. It's an LSD simulator right? Unless this is a normal game and I was really on LSD... What was I doing again?. An
awesome platformer from the guy behind the Rayman franchise. Being a platformer veteran, I find the difficulty ramp up at a
desirable speed and amount to excitement. Controls are fluid and not at all buggy, and the levels offer the perfect flow along the
way. Be prepared though -- it's a game that does not abuse checkpoints for you to nibble through a level.
If I have to be picky, I'd like to see height-adjustable jumps in this game. But the current settings are just great already.
A masterpiece in all.. I love it!
Just get it, play it!
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Doesnt show up in locker. literally a scam.. The pictures seem to indicate that you can make quests using this software. You
can't.
Unfortunately, Game Guru does NOT have funtional AI, a questing system, a dialogue system, or mutliplayer funtionality.
The good. This adds some nice assets which you can use in other games. The bad...
This product can not really do what is advertised which is to say, make a sci fi game, even an extremely limited one.
I spent hundreds of hours modding Morrowind and while I didn't expect Game Guru to be nearly as good as the Morrowind
contruction set (which was released 15 years ago) I did at least think I would have basic options like the ability to create
characters who could communicate with the player or walk on a flat surface. Unfortunately this pack doesn't include that
functionality unless you can code it yourself or find someone else who has.
I hope that a dialogue and questing system will be added as standard. If and when that happens, I would recommend this
package but not before.. Fan ♥♥♥♥ing tastic.
Long story, great writing, outstanding VA, great art, interesting plot; it's everything you hope for from a visual novel. If you
liked the Psychopass series, you'll love this. If you've never watched the Psychopass series, you'll probably still love this.. .The
story is good and the multi ending games are something i like very much but the gameplay is sooo repetitive.I can only play 1
hour or so in a day and get bored.If you have money to spare you might as well try it but dont expect much.. its a rather
unsettling game well i dont want to call it a game its more or less a really unsettling management simulator. its a little creepy but
not scary but it really tugs at your supposed moral heart strings. so you have no memory but you find a souless husk in a room
with a soul in a fire place and apparently its your daughter. now you have to create little girls that will gain feelings and make
money and then kill them in horrific ways to feed there acquired essence to your daughters soul to bring her back. like if you
grow attached to virtual creatures well one you probably shouldnt play this and two thats kinda sad. im not saying im hollow and
heartless but at the same time i dont really have any emotional attachment to binary code. i would recommend a play but i like
the fact you create a bunch of different creatures.
i mean its a good concept right personal sacrifice for a greater goal. but i just dont think its done well with this. for one you have
to kill way to many of the little people if you actually wanna make good money or get the really go essence like i can compare
this to really making hats in tf2 from scrap right. 3 scrap or low quality ingredients makes 1 medium quality or 1 reclaimed and
then 3 reclaimed makes 1 refined or 1 high quality basically if you want to make a decent creature that will be worth anything
you need to basically murder 27 low quality creatures to make 1 high quality creature which takes way to long to do and plus
isnt worth doing because it would probably fill the bar by the time you actually got it.
tldr basically very interesting concept but not much of a game you make people send them to places and then kill said people.
personally i rather invest a lot time into one of the creatures and live happily with them and let the daughter die.. Horrible
Standalone to ArcadiA, you start of as superman and you can pretty much 1 shot everythin,g and the voiceacting is by far the
Worst in any game EVER made.. A very good hack and slash one hit kill game. Easy to learn, hard to master!
. I found this game very enjoyable, but I had to put up with a few very annoying bugs\/ aspects of the game. If 5\/10 is average I
would give this a strong 6.8\/10
+Atmosphere
+Scares
+Pacing
+graphics
+Value
+puzzles

-Very annoying screen effect when attacked
- Very strange lighting effects\/\/bug( Look at the moon for a second and then everything else becomes dark )
-Enemy bugs, clipping bugs,item bugs, bugs bugs.
-Sometimes its unclear where to go and what to do.
The monsters and ghosts are really well made. You will come across some cool locations such as forests, lakes, train stations,
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cemetaries and mazes. If you like horror games youll enjoy this no doubt.. She is awesome
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